
a proud candidate for the Nassau Suffolk Region’s 64th S’ganit

The History

Cup series
Genesis Mazkirah 19-20
Genesis S’ganit 20-21
Aym Ha Chaverot Chair 18-19
All chapter and board meetings 
Active member since 17
Xfinity Series
Winter Convention 18, 19*
Fall convention 20*
Spring Convention 18, 19, 20, 21 
Press Corps 19-20
Big  Little  20, 21
Kickoff Shabbat 19, 20
Regional Kickoff 17, 18, 19 
Kickoff 2.0 17, 18
Sisterhood Overnight 19, 20, 21 
J-Serve 20, 21

world truck series
International Convention 20, 21

Movement Makers 20

Kickoff 17, 18, 19
Kickoff 2.0 18, 19 20
Regional Installs 19, 20 
RLTI 1 19, 20
RLTI 2 20, 21
BBG Hangout 21

My Sister B’nai B’rith Girls,  

Each NASCAR  race follows a relatively similar route. It begins with anticipation, racers start their 
engines as they’re about to begin a path that’s been followed by others for generations. Throughout the race, it 
takes a team of well equipped people to fix the car and make sure it can continue its route to the best of its ability. 
The track is similar to a year in BBYO. Each year, for generations, has been the same. We follow the same traditions 
and pass down legacies. We teach others to love Bbyo the way we have learned to and it is what makes this 
organization so special. 

While it is so reoccurring, the programs are what differentiates each year from the next. The teams of 
people are like boards and committees that help design programs and create environments which attract members 
and ensure their year goes smoothly. We each round the track four times. We go from point a to point b, no matter 
what. Some races go smoothly, others experience bumps, like a pandemic and having a virtual year. Regardless, 
the strength of sisterhood and tradition is what pushes us to the finish line. So, in a time where we all feel a little 
out of control,  put the wheel in my hands, and let me help  steer us in the right direction. 

Submitted with undying love and devotion for making my final round, sisterhood within the 
Nassau Suffolk Region, NSR #19,  and my heart and forever home genesis bbg #2350 

I forever and always remain Maya Lynn Polese, one damn proud candidate 
For your 64th regional S’ganit

*denotes steered



Regional Counterparts 64th Board

Sisterhood

-Add more regional events to the calendar as the year goes on
-Work closely with AZA counterpart to plan co-ed events in 

addition to kickoff and convention
-Bring back BBGG with a committee and more than one 

occurrence throughout the year 
-BBG pop up socials 

-Plan grade level events and send out applications for new 
coordinators each time

-BBG color war with captains
-End of the year BBYO formal with senior superlatives 

-Find new ways to acclimate and involve underclassmen 
-Find new ways to engage upperclassmen and honor the seniors

personal

Covid-19 restrictions

⁃Make sure scripts are shared with me and approved at least 3 days prior to the 
event 

⁃Create a shared google doc with a section for each Chapter S’ganit to write their 
meetings and a summary/ how successful it was for inspiration for others
⁃Push for board run throughs before events in which I can join for assistance

⁃Have either individual calls or counterpart gatherings once a month to track the 
success of every s’ganit

⁃Ensure at least 2 folds of programming are incorporated into each meeting
-Help coordinate combined chapter events 

⁃Have S’ganits clearly state (in each script) precautions that will be taken to 
ensure a safe environment for in person meetings without violating COVID  

guidelines 
⁃Enforce a “no attendance without a signed COVID  waiver” rule for all in-person 

events 
⁃Always have a backup virtual plan for events 

⁃Always have a virtual option for in-person events 
⁃Plan as many events outdoors as possible 

-Create more events involving big/littles
-Establish a steering committee for Sisterhood Overnight

-Send out google forms before & after  events like Sisterhood 
Overnight or big/little to get feedback

- Create space in events where girls have an  opportunity to 
establish bonds

-Make enriching programs that introduce girls of various ages 
to one another strengthening sisterhood. 

-Push for meetings between chapters that normally do not 
coordinate

-Add separates to more regional virtual events  

-Work with N’siah to ensure all N’siot enforce efficient 
communication and early planning of meetings

-Work with Aym Ha-Chaverot to maintain high and quality 
attendance at events, and focus on planning specialized 

events for each grade.
-Work with Sh’licha to make shabbats engaging and innovative 

-Work with S’ganit Nassau/Rifka to coordinate duo chapter 
meetings with quality programming 

-Help Mazkirah effectively promote regional events, especially 
BBGG and sisterhood overnight 

-Help Gizborit to incorporate fundraising into any in-person 
regional events and set aside money to aid the region with 

covid complications.

⁃Be a reliable source for all Chapter S’ganit for whatever they 
need throughout the year

⁃Help in assisting boards with event run throughs 
⁃Attend as many focus Chapter Board meetings and events 

(both in person and virtual) as I can
⁃Get feedback from various members of the region on all 

events and the overall state of the region
-Help the  64th regional board and each Chapter S'ganit to 

fulfill their goals  efficiently 
-Make a year with many complications like covid and virtual 

events as engaging and fun as possible


